Topic: Online & Hybrid Learning Pedagogy Best Practices and Development of Standards

Abstract: The ABA may consider developing Model Standards for online law school programs. At AALS in 2020, a discussion group will be led by William Byrnes based on evolving and improving aspects of proposed Model Standards for online programs that are available under the “Online & Hybrid Learning Pedagogy Model Standards Development” information at the AALS link below. We will examine and discuss potential Model Standards, and discuss how these standards might be deployed, and who might be responsible for applying the standards as in an advisory manner or as an accreditor. As time allows, we will also discuss Recommended Practices and examine how schools may propel their programs toward these loftier goals.  https://am.aals.org/proposals/discussion/

If this topic area is interesting for the Standards Review Sub-Committee of the Council, then I will welcome to provide more information. Thank you for the Standards Review Sub-Committee of the Council’s consideration of this proposal.

Regards,

William H. Byrnes, IV
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Join my 25,000+ LinkedIn subscribers: International Tax Planning Professionals Group
Twitter @williambyrnes
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